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Make outdoor lighting 
Beautiful, Smart and Clean.

6 years of R&D investment program to finally 
offer

HIGH EFFICIENT SOLAR LIGHTING using energy 
from the sun to infuses it into an autonomous 

Solar Bulb -ASB.

ü Efficient solar lighting generating between 
300 to 500 lumens of warm light (3000K). 
Depending of the version

ü Long lasting energy. Up to 10hours light 
fully charged.

ü LEDs can be dimmed to your liking.
ü 3 settings on the large modules (1.turn 

on/off with natural light 2. manual and 3. 
intelligence.)

ü New Sensors, our lights feel your presence, 
by turning on when you pass.

ü Eco-design: products that can be easily 
recycled, take up little space and are long-
lasting … so that they have as little impact as 
possible on the environment!



SKAAL SOLAR LANTERN

SKAAL solar and rechargeable lantern. Available in 2 finishes Space 
grey aluminum and Duratek and 2 sizes. 



BLADE - SOLAR LANTERN

Solar and rechargeable garden lantern. Available in 3 sizes and 4 
finishes. Black aluminum and Duratek, 



Solar and rechargeable garden lantern. Available in 3 sizes and 4 
finishes. white aluminum and Duratek

BLADE - SOLAR LANTERN



BLADE SOLAR LANTERN

Solar and rechargeable garden lantern. Available in 3 sizes and 4 
finishes. Stainless steel, teak



TRADITION -
SOLAR LANTERN

Tradition available in 2 dimensions and 3 finishes Anthracite 
aluminum, teak, Duratek with frosted glass. 



TECKA SOLAR LANTERN

TECKA solar lantern. Available 2 finishes teak or Duratek and frosted 
glass 



ROAM SOLAR LANTERN

ROAM solar and rechargeable. In teak or Duratek and frosted glass. 



FARO SOLAR LAMP

Pathway Iight in grey aluminum. Available in 2 sizes



TECKA 
SOLAR GARDEN TORCH

TECKA solar and rechargeable garden torch Delivered with inox spike 
to plant. Available in 2 sizes and 2 finishes in teak and duratek



TINKA 
SOLAR GARDEN TORCH

TINKA ® solar and rechargeable torch delivered with inox spike 
to plant. Available in 2 sizes and 3 finishes grey, white and red



PENDULUM SOLAR FLOOR LAMP

PENDULUM solar floor lamp in teak with Duratek treatment, 
aluminum and lava stone. 



HOW THE LIGHTS WORKS

All our lamps work with an ASB (Autonomous Solar Bulb). This ASB is interchangeable. A sleek 
mat solar panel seats on top of the casing that contains one or two lithium batteries, 
(depending on the version), a mother board, and 5 or 10 LEDs
Our PREMIUM version is the ASB500 (500 lumens- SOLAR and rechargeable through micro USB
as well, motion sensor activated, 10 LEDs). Our standard version is the ASB300 (300 lumens). 
Both versions are dimmable, Waterproof IP55.

ASB300 – STANDARD– (300 LUMENS, 3000K, 
DIMMABLE, 1 BATTERY, 5 LEDS, 100% SOLAR 
RECHARGEABLE, RANGE: 4 hours at full power, up to 
150 hours per charge if dimmed)
ASB500 – PREMIUM – (500 LUMENS, 3000K, 
DIMMABLE, 2 BATTERIES, 10 LEDS, MOTION SENSOR, 
SOLAR AND USB RECHARGEABLE-HYBRID. RANGE: 
5 HOURS at full power, up to 200 hours per charge if 
dimmed)


